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Liberation Here Itself Right Now - Part I

Liberation here and now is to be free from the clutches of worldly life whilst still in the body. The book sh

“When the love for the Lord reaches its peak, a Mirabai, Radha or Andal is born. The devoteeFor
is happy
her, wor
to

Reincarnation of Radha as Vasantha Sai
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In an interview with Professor S P Ruhela, Sri Vasantha Sai talks about her life of devotion and sadhana
“The feelings of separation from the Lord are the main theme of the many poems I have written from my

Radha Krishna Sangamam

Radha was in blissful union with her Beloved Lord Krishna. Sri Vasantha Sai tells in this book how we sh
“In the naadis it is the mentioned
”
that I will have the darshan of the three murthies and be blessed with th

Liberation Here Itself Right Now
Part II

An individual soul realises oneness with Prakrithi, the Creation!
Sri Vasantha Sai speaks about many subtle truths governing the law of Karma, the nature of pure love fo
“In God consciousness, one gets bliss, ecstasy, Brahmananda. It is as if one has opened a locked door

Sai Gita Pravachanam
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This book uses the practical experiences of the author to explain the slokas of the Bhagavad Gita. She s
“Our worries and tears cannot change what is predetermined. Shed those tears for God instead; convert

Liberation Here Itself Right Now
Part III

The author Sri Vasantha Sai is a Jeevan Muktha, who has attained spiritual merger with her Beloved Lor
“I have sculptured the form of Sathya Sai in my heart and have given it life. He is the Lord who has been

Brindavan Satsang

A selection of discourses by Sri Vasantha Sai recorded in 2002 at Whitefield. This satsang was after her
“Give love to the last breath, melt your body like a candle that gives itself to the flame, let the light of Pre

Bliss Bliss Bliss
Part I
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This book marks the beginning of the second half of Sri Vasantha Sai’s journey; leaving h
“Normal beauty tips and therapies do not beautify the heart and mind. To remove the dirt

Bliss Bliss Bliss
Part II

This book chronicles Sri Vasantha Sai’s first year in Mukthi Nilayam and takes the
reader on a voyage of bliss and wonder, yearning and courage, dispassion and sacrifice.
“The Mukthi Stupi is the bridge between earth and heaven. The path
Of Mukthi to attain God is laid. Even wicked alcoholics will be redeemed.”

May 27 to May 27

The book sketches a year in the life of Sri Vasantha Sai when she had to face severe test
“The skin itching and weeping was more, especially during the night. Both hands were tho
burning’. Even though I did not sleep, I would rise early in the morning to go for
darshan.”

Miracle Maya
Part I
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Gita Govindam Again
Part I

The feelings of Radha and Krishna, but the forms of Sri Vasantha Sai and Sathya Sai
Baba. The author gives new meaning to Jayadeva’s epic ‘Gitagovinda’, through the
example of her own separation from her Beloved Sai Krishna.
“Rasalila was performed on cool moonlit lights in Brindavan. But here at Mukthi
Nilayam it was performed under the miday sun. Truth and Love joined hands and
danced the rasalila. It was bliss…great bliss!”

Prema Sai Premavatar
Part I

This book is a window into the future life of the Avatar before His advent on earth.
Who are His parents? Where will He be born? Will He be married? When and how will He
“What great bliss to live with the physical form of the Avatar. How would it be if the
Lord who is worshipped in temples comes in a human form and lives with you? What a wo

Beyond the Upanishads
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Beyond the Vedas - the Supreme Absolute.
Prema Sai Avatar
Part II

What is beyond the Vedas? It is God, only God. This book shows how Truth emerges
from God and sustains the Creation. It is neither a story nor epic, it is an investigation into
“A desire surges within me that I must fully utilize the power of Sathya Sai’s Truth. He is th

The Principle of Becoming God

From time immemorial man has strived to know the ultimate Truth. Many great souls have
“Life is as feelings are.”

The Establishment of Prema
Gita govindam
Part II
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Shiva Shakthi Principle
A Declaration

Sri Vasantha Sai’s experiences are extraordinary as they show the ultimate union of the b
The final declaration in the book is a supreme truth that has not been revealed to man so
“Every human being has the power to attain God. There is Truth and Love in all. Truth is S

Last Seven days of God

Who can write about God’s final days on earth? Only the one to whom He Himself has rev
She is the one who is living in thoughts of God every moment, and will merge into Him as
Sri Vasantha Sai writes about the lucid visions of last seven days of the Avatar. The truth
“Karmic law only applies to ordinary man. I do not have any karma. I am born here only fo

Sai Digest - Prema Sai
Part III
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Brahma Sutra

What is the purpose of the scriptures? It is to awaken the Truth of Self. This unique book
“
Who is writing this Brahma Sutra? Agni, the first sound of the Vedas

Shiva Sutra

From the deepest despair has emerged the brightest ray of hope for the world. It is only u
Read the Author’s wisdom that shone through her many dark hours. The fruit laden tree r
… And Swami said, “Every letter that pours forth from this form will illumine the world with

The Sathya Yuga and Karmic Law
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There are only twenty eight years remaining to perfect ourselves, before the start of the S
… ‘I do not want to gather a following. I do not want name or fame. I only come here to ta

Autobiography of ‘I without i’

What is the Autobiography of one who has no ‘i’? This is the account of the life of one who
Who am I? I am ‘I without i’ always guided by Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. The ‘I’ of ‘I

Karmic Law Remedy

Has anyone ever written a remedy book for karmic law? It is only now, at this crucial time
When I say I am Vasantha, I am limited to a name and form; differences arise. I think that

Chaitanya

“This book is a compilation of three books. In the Task of the Avatar, I write about the mis

The Adi Moolam, Primal Soul and Adi Shakthi, Primal Power are Sathya Sai and Vasanth
In which place can it be contained? It is all pervasive. In which time can it be contained? I
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Ten Avatars in One

In this peak of Kali, when man has descended to the level of an animal, the Lord does no

Swami is the one Avatar who has all Avatars in Him. No matter how much we write His gl

Taste and Vasana

It is vasanas or tendencies that are the cause to man to be repeatedly caught in the cycle

Swami I want to taste each of Your limbs, every organ. I want to taste each hair on Your h

Divine Stories

The tradition of storytelling exists in every culture. Here is a collection of stories that are fi
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There are ten animals living in each man. If a man had only one animal quality it would be

Living Gita- My Father's Diary

Many have written commentaries on the great Hindu classic the Bhagavad Gita. Who tho

My father experienced all his own feelings through the verses of the Gita. By calling on Ka

Anand Sutra

All who are born on this earth are searching for bliss. But do they know what real bliss is?
All are telling ‘Bliss, Bliss’ but what is this bliss that keeps us bound in the worldly life?
11 July 2008 Evening meditation
Vasantha
: Swami, I have no interest in anything, nothing is touching my mind.
Swami:
All in the world experience bliss, but it is not real. Real bliss is only w

Thought for the Day

What are the thoughts of one who has no thoughts? They are only God thoughts. These p
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November 23
“The power of sacrifice reveals Truth.”

How the Sathya Yuga is Coming

Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba has descended with His Shakthi to usher in the Golden Ag

The Kali Yuga changing to the Sathya Yuga is making Prema’s power visible.

Vasantha Sai Satcharita

What is Satcharitha? It means true life story. This is the true life story of one half of God, H

For the two days, I have been crying more as I am not able to see Swami. Swami said,
Swami
: Let us go to Swarga. What shall I do for your Prema? I will write ‘Va
Vasantha
: What is this that you are telling Swami?
Swami
: Men, Devas, no one can write. I gave you the 108 names. I gave th
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